FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

FLEXIBLE WEDDINGS AT THE OLDE MILL INN BASKING RIDGE
(September 10, 2010 BASKING RIDGE, NJ) In the current economy, the Olde Mill Inn has combined the
experience of thousands of weddings and seasoned wedding planners to produce the” Flexible
Wedding.” Using resourcefulness and a large team of tested vendors, the planners are able to maximize
the budget to add the rich details that distinguish one wedding from all others. This is done while
respecting financial and any other special circumstances, and without compromising the dreams of the
couple about to be married.
Named as the Knot’s Best Pick wedding venue every year since 2007, the Olde Mill Inn has been
recognized for producing very elegant weddings that are within a reasonable cost and orchestrated by
staff that is completely focused on the couples’ important day. There are no “standard” weddings; each
event is customized to the needs of the bride and groom. Wedding packages serve as guidelines, but
those packages are molded and tweaked until they become the wedding of the couples’ dreams. After
an all-important interview process, where brides and grooms discuss their aspirations and challenges,
the planners assemble all of their creativity to create the most memorable day for each bride and
groom, as well as for their family and friends.
The Olde Mill Inn does have some inherent advantages that help brides to realize their dreams. The
scenic 10-acre estate with exquisite seasonal vistas, beautiful interiors and historical ambiance are
wonderful assets to start with for the wedding planning process. The property also offers onsite
ceremonies in the beautiful stone courtyard or on the tented patio, at one of the flower adorned
gazebos or within the indoor spaces. But the real advantage lies in the ability of the planners to look at
the event from many angles and to creatively deploy their deep well of resources to create an event that
will be remembered for a lifetime. Like a sculptor molding clay into a beautiful statue, they will “flex”
challenges into dream weddings.
Background Information:
The Olde Mill Inn in Basking Ridge, NJ is an elegant country inn on a scenic 10-acre estate. The hotel has
a warm historic ambience, and offers 102 guest rooms and suites that include an option for special
“Pure” rooms. The Grain House Restaurant on the same property is housed in a building originally
constructed in the 1760’s as a barn that stored grain for the Continental Army, and the structure was
remodeled as a restaurant in the 1930’s. The Olde Mill Inn and the Grain House Restaurant provide
ideal settings for large and small weddings, social and corporate events. American cuisine with
contemporary and international notes is provided by nationally renowned Chef Walter Leffler. The Olde
Mill Inn and Grain House Restaurant are conveniently located on Route 202 and directly adjacent to Exit
30B of I-287.
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